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"I do not propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily as chanticl er in th rno n
standing on his roost, if only to wake my neighbors up."
--Henr Dav· Tho u
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Basketba 1 C a
y
Sports Ed to

Coastal Carotin'

Seniors Robert Dowdell (right) and Brian Penny (left) stand with sophomore Tony Dun in (center) a t ey
display the team's Big South Conference trophy. The Chants won he regular conference. he conference
toumament title, and an NCAA toumament play-in game to eam a 15th seed in "the big dance."

Coastal First In
Submitted by Public Relations

Coastal Carolina College has topped
the nation at the close of the AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge. a national investment competition lasting from November to February. Coastal finished above
such schools as Boston University, TIniversity of Virginia, Loyola University-Chicago,
and University of Colorado,
USA Today has listed the top 1 college
students, high school students, colleges, high
schools, and educators in the AT&T Challenge each Monday through the close of the

o

al

competition February 28. The final tally
was printed in the March 6 edition of
newspaper.
More than 11,000 college tudents entered the third AT&T Challenge. This is
Coastal's second year in the competition.
At the start of the contest, participants
are issued a $500,000 fictitious account
The object of the AT&T Challenge is to buy
and sell any of 4,500 3tocks in an attempt to
maximize the value 0 the account The
player with the highest portfolio value at the
close of trading February 28 is declared the
winner - and wins $25,000.

Coastalseni JayBec hasfini edth
investment game ranked eighth in the 001ege
dent division. His portfol' 0 m e
than d b edduring the competition, to finish
at 1 263,562. Beck wil recei e a $2
cash scholarship and a one
. catio
for two in the Bahamas. He is a [mance
major from Marcellus. . Y.
Coastal busines administration pro e sor Gerald Boyles said the two-creditcourse
gives the 55 stu ents in
class an inexpensive and hands-on opportunity to learn
what the stock mar e is all a u Four
Coastal faculty members also competed,

Please see 'Coastal Impressive in "Dance" Against
Indiana', page 14
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Editorial ...
CHANTS! CHANTS! CHANTS! You can't say enough about them.
The Coastal athletic program is just another reason to be proud of our humble
little school by the sea-or by Conway (what does it really matter?).
When the men's basketball team won the Big South title and tournament
last year, The Chanticleer led into a front page story with a similar beginning.
The basketball club is absolutely phemomenal. Our hometown Chanticleers showed the nation
(and Bobby Knight, even
better) that they can run
with the big boys. Although the Chants came
out with a loss, our men
rocked Freedom Hall in
the first round of the
NCAA basketball tournament in Louisville, Ky.
We have more reasons to be proud. For such a small school, Coastal has
some pretty dedicated fans who truly suppport the Chants. In addition to a
number of individuals who ventured on their own, a group of about forty
students and faculty travelled to Louisville as passengers on a most primitive
school bus-as they say-on a song and a prayer. Whether we had a
theoretical chance of beating Indiana or not, our bus-load of sojourning fans
were there to witness a milestone in Coastal's history. We were there because
our team is worthy of our support through good and bad, through sickness and
in health; win or lose. Those fans should be commended.
During the entire match Coastal's supporters were up and out of their seats.
But when the Chants pulled within three points of the Hoosiers, our microcheering sections yelled, screamed, and hollered uncontrollably. The Coastal
backers' enthusiasm was, in its most sincere and modest way, more intense
than that of the some 18,000 Hoosiers.
Itis a privelege and an honor to be associated with not only the Chanticleer
representatives but also the people who support them.

Opillion:
Chants and their fans
are number one.
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Next issue:
The Myrtle Beach Police Department is closing bars at 2:00
a.m. in violation of South Carolina statutes.
This is happening all around. Did you know?
Why are they doing this? Is it legal?

Welcome to My World
By STUART M. AXELROD

P.O. Box 1954, Conway, SC 29526
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IT you were put offby the reporting of CNN' s Peter Arnett
during the Iraq-Kuwait War, you've got good instincts. But
what you probably don't know -- and certainly won't be told by
I- the media -- is the background of Arnett himself.
As a young New Zealander, Arnett fIrSt came to the
public's attention as one of those rambunctious and "courageous"
few who were able to report direct from Hanoi during the
Vietnam War. Very few people ever learned that all reporters
in Hanoi were approved by the North Vietnamese -- and
Wilfred Bwcheu was doing the clearing.
Burchett distinguished himselfas an independent journalist
when he helped arrange the torture-induced "confessions" of
American flyers shot down over North Korea. He later dropped
any pretense to objectivity during the '60s when he was invited
by Ho Chi Minh to settle in Hanoi.
Arnett was one of Burchett's favorites, and as such got
"scoops" from his mentor who was in charge of North Vietnamese propaganda. While in Hanoi, Arnett even married the
sister of a V~~t Cong bigwig.
And consider this: IT there is anybody in theCNN organization who knows Arnett well, it is Ted Turner's new fIancee,
Jane Fonda. She and her former husband, Tom Hayden, met
Arnett in Hanoi, when they were broadcasting their traitorous
pleas for the defeat of "the imperialist U.S.A."
Sorry, Peter. But some of us don't forget things like that

EARTH DAY EVERY DAY

FORU~I

Letter to

e

•

Further Response to "Per zan Gulf e I
Dear Editor,

This letter is in response to '''Persian
Gulf Reality' Misses Important Points" in
the March 5 issue of The Chanticleer.
The author, Alan Killmer, has brought
.up some good points. However, he has not
gone far enough on some of them. For
example, he says that Kuwait had agreed to
cut oil production by 700,000 barrels per
day to keep the peace. This is true enough,
but there is a lot more to it than that. Iraq had
tried on many occasions, in various ways, to
get Kuwait to negotiate their problems.
Kuwait emphatically refused.
The stage was further set for war after
the Arab Conference in July. During this
meeting, Iraq again pleaded with Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (the
primary over-producers). This overproduction was agreed to formally, even after Iraq
had claimed that these actions were "tantamount to war." For every dollar per barrel
drop in the price of oil, Iraq would lose an
estimated $1 billion in revenue. For a country that already has a battered economy from
eight years of war, that may be too much to
bear.

I am not trying to insinuate that Kuwait

provoked the attack, or that Saddam Hussein
was justified, but Iraq had to do something;
they were put in a corner by the United
States, and others. For example, earlier in
the summer of 1990, the United States ambassador to Iraq, April Glaspie, had carried
a message to Hussein. She assured Iraq that
the United States saw this problem as an
"inter-Arab" dispute, and that our country
would not intervene. Surely Hussein would
not have invaded Kuwait if we had made our
displeasure imminently clear.
I do agree with Mr. Killmer that it is
very naive to believe Iraq was just defending
its oil prices. They also owed over $60
billion to Kuwaitand Saudi Arabia. Hussein
felt that these debts should be waived since
he defended the fringes of the Arab w<rld
against the Iranians. (By the way, Iran is not,
as many people believe, an Arab country. It
is inhabited primarily by people of Persian
descent - Arabs and Persians historipllly
do not get along too well.) There were also
other reasons, such as the concept of a lDlifled Arab state, which Hussein felt could
only be achieved under his leadership, and
only through military conquest '
I would also like to propose a middle

Journalist Suggests New
Handling of Editorial Policy
Dear Editor,
Having been a professional journalist
for five and a half years prior to coming to
Coastal Carolina, I have followed with interest the events concerning your newspaper, Ms. Regina Bechtler-Simpson, and Ms.
Rachelle Drakeford.
As a reporter and an editor, I have written close to 200 editorials and columns and
have come in contact with countless more
through other newspapers-including the
largest paper by circulation in Texas. In all
that time I never·saw a more blatant misuse
of the privilege than I saw in Ben Gleason's
attack on Ms. Bechtler-Simpson and Ms.
Drakeford.
Even the greenest cub reporter knows
the editorial page is not the place for personal motives. For Mr. McGuire to allow
Mr. Gleason to use the editorial avenue for
that purpose-as alleged-is appalling.
Furthennore, to deny equal space until a
lawsuit is threatened for opposing views,
while you claim infringement of your rights
to free speech by those aligned against you,
is equally loathsome.
An editorial, while being an opinion, is
still written based on facts. Editorials and
columns are never written by any staff
member involved in a dispute. In fact,
letters to the editor from a member of an

involvedjournalist'sfamilyarenotallowed.
After a proper editorial is presented,
opposing viewpoints-po itive or nOl-are
encouraged and given equal space. True,
you have allowed some room for rebuttal,
however it usually does not take the threat of
legal action to bring that about. Also, contrary to your prin.ted policy, newspapers of
stature do nOl edit responses to the editor
(lengthy ones are presented as guest columns)
or editorials of contrast views.
If a newspaper is going to attempt to fall
back on freedom of free speech and related
censorship arguments in defending its position, it had better make sure it knows the
grounds on which stands. First Amendment
and libel laws are designed to protect both
the journalist and the subject In your case,
you have chosen to ignore-and in fact
possibly libel-the leading authority on the
Constitution and Bill of Rights in the Coastal
community. Add the treatment of Ms.
Bechtler-Simpson and Ms. Drakeford and it
doesn'ttakeascholartoseeyou'rein trouble.
Either admit the error, retract it and
move on, or continue to show your ignorance
of proper journali tic code until someone
wises up and replaces you.
Sincerely,
Bob Cloud

ground between the two previou lette
(Mr. Killmer was responding to "Persian
Gulf Reality" - February 19 is ue) on th
issue of how the Arab World will, and has

reacted to the United States leadership of
this coalition. I do not agree with either the
"Evil Empire" idea, nor that Moslem of the
Arab world are like Westerners in general.
[Editor's note: The line referred to from
'''Persian Gulf Reality' Misses Imponant
Points" should have read "Moslems of the
Arab world dislike westerners in general."
We apologize for any inconvenience.] The
fact of the matter, I believe, is that the Arabs
would like to be able to trust the United
States, but feel they cannot For over four
decades, we have poured billions of dollars
into Israel while completely ignoring the
Arab point of view. It would seem to them
that we have a double standard when it
comes to this region. This is unfortunate.,
but also is fairly accurate. However, it
seems that we now have regained a great
deal of the Arab's lost trust; they no feel
that the United States will fmally deal ith
the problems of the Middle East in an evenhanded manner. We indeed have a unique
opportunity. With luc we will be able to

II

achieve some rt of lasting peace.
I ould al }' e to comment 0
media co erage. I feel that th ha
an outstanding job ith aU the restricti
and regulation imposed upon them. ~
are tho who will argue that these ru1
were illegal that it ' unconstitutional to
restrict the pre . Ho ever, in tim of ar
it i necessary to do lhi , and lh
i
House was justified in thi respec under the
con titution. I congratulate all the membe
of the media ho put their liv
r
to report as best they could. I thi Peter
Arnett of
did a tremendou job. Here
i a man hounded b Iraqi ce
stantly, yet he still as a to pro
with new and useful information.
I hope that Mr. . lmer
I
am attacking him personally. be;c:aw;e
not my intention. I th' he
a very
informed letter, and am glad I had a
to read it I just felt there ere
thin
that he had missed and anted 10 int
some of them ou G
Sincere1 ,
J
ph Carducci
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News Briefs

Drug Awareness Week
By MARY GUNTER
Staff Writer

Drug usage is a problem that is continuing to spread
among all college campuses. In an effort to infonn students
of the dangers involved with addictions, March 18-24 has
been established as National Collegiate Drug Awareness
. Week. It is designed to offer infonnation on the way to
interpret and observe signs of potential involvement.
Several events to promote increased awareness will be
held in the Student Center. They will be free of charge and
open to students, faculty, and staff. On March 18 a panel of
sex and love addicts will meet to discuss their experiences
at 1:30 p.m. in Room 204. Campus Union is sponsoring a

Coffee House from 5:00 to 8:00 p.m. in the overflow area on
Tuesday, March 19. On Wednesday at 1:30 p.m., Lt
Osborne of the Horry County Police Department will talk
about the problems of drugs and satanism in Room 205.
Thursday there will be ongoing films and infonnation
concerning AIDS, STDs, and drugs from 11:00 am. to 1:00
p.m. Comic books and buttons will be given away.
Many students are unaware that free and confidential
counseling services are available on campus in regards to
substance abuse. Appointmen~ can be made by calling
extension 2340. Infonnation is always available in Room
206 of the Student Center. Everyone is encouraged to
participate and get involved with the plan to stop drug abuse.

A Choral Showcase
Submitted by Public Relations

The three choirs of Coastal will present A Choral
Showcase on Thursday, March 21, at 8:00 p.m. in Wheelwright Auditorium. The perfonnance is open to the public.
A $2 donation at the door is requested.
Featured choirs are the Coastal Carolina Concert Choir,
under the direction of Carolyn Cox; Chorale Ensemble,

directed by William Prante; and Coastal Carolina Gospel
Choir, directed by Sheryl Ward.
William Prante will accompany A Choral Showcase.
Coastal Jazz Combo, under the direction of William
Hamilton, will also perform.

To commemorate the bicentennial of the death of
Wolfgang Mozart, several selections from Solemn Vespers,
K. 339 will be presented. Soloists for this special presentation are: Shannon Jackson and Linda Stevens, sopranos;
Alison Wood, alto; Alan Sparks, tenor; and Frank: Hart,
bass.
Other selections in the program include Alleluia by
Randall Thompson; Saul by Egil Howlan; and America, the
Dream Goes On by John Williams. The Sow Took the
Measles and other early American songs will also be performed.
For more infonnation, contact Carolyn Cox at 448.
1481,347-3161, or 546-0234, extension 2513.

Book Signing Planned
Submitted by Public Relations

Ann Chadwell Humphries, author of The Right Moves:
A Collection of Strategies for Business ($9.95), will hold a
book signing at the new Coastal Carolina Bookstore on
Chanticleer Drive on Wednesday, March 20, at 3:00 p.m.
Ms. Humphries is the founder of ETICON, a Columbia
based business etiquette consulting company.
The Right Moves is Ms. Humphries' fJ1'St book and is
a compilation of the nationally distributed column she
writes for The State. Knight-Ridder newspapers across the
country use her bi-weekly column, which gives business
. etiquette advice essential to the individual striving for

success.
Ms. Humphries conducts business etiquette workshops
throughout the Southeast From the employees of mainstream corporations, such as Arthur Anderson, to college
athletes, all workshop participants learn the difference between social and business etiquette. Ms. Humphries' workshop and book give people the knowledge of basic business
etiquette needed in today's competitive world.
On Thursday, March 21, Ms. Humphries will be
speaking to the Carolina Society for Training Development
from 8:30 to 10:00 a.m. at the Myrtle Beach Hilton. Her
topic will be professional etiquette for leaders.

Scholarships Available
SUbmitted by Scholarship Research Group

Over $100 million in scholarship funds went unclaimed
last year because students and parents did not know how to
tap into these resources.
A ational company using computer matching is now
making this possible.
Scholarship Research Group has more than 200,000
sources of aid representing $14 billion in financial aid
Begllfl in 1981, Scholarship Research Group helped over
35,000 students last year by supplying them with financial
aid infonnation. With rising costs and cutbacks on educational funds, more students and their parents are finding

college is out of sight.
Virtually all families, regardless of income, can qualify
for scholarships and other fonns of fmancial aid. Although
grades count in some areas, many grants and awards do not
consider a student's GPA when awarding funding.
Using the infonnation supplied by a student, SRG will
send a printout listing the awards that match the students'
qualifications and needs. The printout will list the name of
the award, its value, whether it is renewable, address of the
provider, and why the student was matched to this source.
For infonnation, write: Scholarship Research Group,
3220 UN" Street, NW, Executive Suite 318, Washington,
D.C., 20007, or call toll-free at 1(800)334-3881.

Catherine Lewis

Lewis Gives Tour
SUbmitted by Public Relations

The office of graduate and continuing education is
sponsoring The Historical Tour of the Low Country with
Catherine Lewis, former Horry County librarian and local
historian, on Saturday, March 23, from 9:00 am. to 5:00
p.m. The bus tour is $35 and includes admittance to
historical sites. Senior citizens receive a 10 percent reduction
in the registration fee. Registration is required and space is
limited.
The tour will cover points of historical and politcal
signifigance in Horry and Gerogetown counties. Participants will assemble in front of Wheelwright Auditorium.
Lunch will be in Pawleys Island.
Lewis served as the head librarian at Coastal Carolina
Junior College, reviewer and bibliographer for the U.S.
Infonnation Agency, assistant librarian for the School·of
Advanced International Studies, and bibliographer for the
Library of Congress Copyright Office.
Lewis is chairman of the board of directors of the Pee
Dee Heritage Center, and a member of the Southeastern
South Carolina and Waccamaw Library Associations.
In 1990, Lewis was named a Founder of Coastal.
Among her many honors, the South Carolina State Library
presented Lewis with its Distinguished Service Award in
1987.
graduate and
For more infonnation or to register,
continuing education at Coastal at 448-1481, 347-3161, or
546-0234, extension U,72.

can

Job Fair

SUbmitted by Public Relations

Coastal is holding the Fourth Annual Summer Job Fair
on Wednesday, April 3, from 10:00 am. to 2:~ p.m. in
Spadoni Park.
Local businesses are invited to participa~e in the fair
which is open to Coastal students as well as those from other
colleges. Employer registration is $25 and includes lunch
and promotional materials.
For more information on how to register ,contact Cynthia
Gilbert at 448-1481, 347-3161, or 546-0234, extension
2333.

NEWS

Wire:
Briefs from around
the country from

College Press Service

Speaker Attacke
at Grambling

e
Submitted by Publ c Re a ons

Judge Sidney Floyd ill peak at Coastal on edn da March 20 at 10:30 a.m. m
Floyd's topic ill be a tax case involving the tate 0 So th Carolina and fed ral military retir;
open to the public.
Floyd, an Horry County native, is a gradua of the Uni ersit of South Caroli
undergraduate degree is from USC Columbia. He wa drafted in th
Floyd practiced law from 1956 to 1977 fOre
years prior to being named a circuit co un judge.
The lecture is sponsored by the stud nt chap er of th 'ational As iation of Acco n
For more infonnation. conta t Coastal busines professor Linda Hen e
1481 347-3161 or 546-0234. extension 2649.

ubmltted by Public Re a 'ons

Grambling State University will discipline
Coastal history professor Dr. Fred Hic has been appoin ed
two students who assaulted University of Southeastern .
Cyprus
for 1991 and 1992.
I;ouisiana student president John Morgan, a white student
Hic
will wo ~ ith ini try of Education authoritie in proce 0 ccredita'
who came to deliver a speech called Eyes Wide Open and
education.
It
is anticipated that the consultantship will e tended thro h 1995.
Color Blind, at GSU February 1.
Hic
will
lead a seminar to Cypru in ummer 1992 for Co
The two students, later identified as Walter Davis and
education.
Th
seminar,
hich i in the plannin s13 e. ill
Steve Ferguson stonned the stage just as organ, ho had
ey.
been invited to the campus by GSU student president
Hic
Patrick Patrong, was preparing to start his speech.
That's not the type of behavior we are going to accept
at Grambling State " GSU vice president for student affairs
Jo eph Morale told the USL Vermillion.
ofoyette.lo. -

rur

Bomb Threats
Disrupt Campus
The rash of bomb threats that has plagued campuses
nationwide since the atart of hostilities in the Persian Gulf
continued right up until hostilities ended, as two more
campuses suffered mass evacuation the last wee of February.

Police near the University of California at Santa
Barbara found and disanned two crude pipe bombs February 27, and then hours later had to evacuate two UCSB
buildings in response to threats to blow up the campus
library and the chancellor's house.
The notes explaining the bombs and threats "indicated an anti-war motive," said Diane White, an aide to U.S.
Representative Robert Lagomarsino, at whose office one of
the pipe bombs was found.
Louisiana State University interrupted classes and
forced 200 students outside into a steady rain February 20 in
response to a threat to blow up LSU's business administration building.

Job Prospects
on the Decrease
Cincinnati. Oh 0 - About 27 employers have cancpled trips to
recruit graduating University of Cincinnati students this
tenn, saying they would not have many job openings to fill
this year UC placement director Linda Bate Parket said
February 27.
The cancellation mirror job-hunting prob ems at
campuses nationwide, where the number of recruiting visits
are down by approximately 11 percent since 1990, a recent
orthwestern University survey found.

a

S bmltted by the 0

ce of Acodem c Affa s

The Psychological Corporation of San Antonio Texas ha ap 0 ed C
Miller Analogies Test An. The AT' a mental abilit te t hich eq .
problems stated in the fonn of analogies.
TheMATprov'desinfonnatio to upportapplication fo admis .
institutions. Some sci ntific, social, and educational a enc'e and
employment
For further information on fees and procedur
extension 2093, in the office 0 academic affairs.

c

Submitted by C !zoos Ago nst Spo se Abuse

Citizens Against spouse abuse (CASA) is pleased to anno nee Betty Davi 0
urre
volunteer of the month. Ms. Davis has
ed with ictims of family vi
19 9. S
CASA 24-hour crisis line, and also or as f; ilitator of th Con ay
Ms. Da . has a profession counselin hac ground. She rved th en
is a committed and dependable volunteer. i out her time, CASA 0 ld n
time is greatly appreciated by the CASA Board of Directo and
f.
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Sixth Annual Business Week
Submitted by Public Relations

Coastal Carolina College will hold the sixth annual
Business Week, "Preparing for a Changing Future," March
18-21, with a series of free programs and lectures open to
students, faculty, alurnni, and the public.
The program includes on-carnpus presentations of topical issues by local, national and international business
leaders and will conclude with the Economic Conference at
the Waccamaw House in Litchfield. The speakers, representing sorne of the world's largest and rnost successful
enterprises, will share their views on such subjects as the
impact of deregulation, the dilemma facing the banking
industry, an econornic forecast for Horry and Georgetown
counties, funding of real estate developrnent projects,
strategies for obtaining improved airline service, and productivity improvernent techniqueS.
Charlotte Hornets owner George Shinn will be honored
as the recipient of the Jason Amrnons Free Enterprise
Award. Initiated in 1990, the award is given to those
individuals whose career achievernents exernplify the
limitless opportunities within the American free enterprise
systern.
A native of Kannapolis, N.C., Shinn has worked in a
textile rnill, washed cars, and was a janitor in a school he
would later own. Aside from the Charlotte Hornets, Shinn
is the owner of baseball's Class AA Charlotte Knights of
the Southern League and the Class A Gastonia Rangers of
the South Atlantic League. He also owns a real estate
developrnent cornpany, automobile dealerships, and a publishing cornpany. Shinn is the author of four books on
leadership, salesrnanship and personal rnotivation. In 1990,

George Shinn
he was one of 12 people to receive an Arnerican Success
Award for his work in vocational technical education frorn
President George Bush.
Shinn will speak on "The Art of Motivation" on Monday,
March 18 at 10:30 a.rn. in Wheelwright Auditoriurn.
David McIntosh, deputy director of the President's
Council on Cornpetitiveness in Washington, D.C., will
speak on "Deregulation; Was it Worth the Trip?" Tuesday,
March 19 at 10 a.rn. in Wheelwright Auditorium.
Dan Cathy, executive vice president of Chick-fl1-A

Corporation, will speak on "Managernent in the '90s,"
following the Honors Breakfast on Wednesday, March 20.
The breakfast is by invitation.
Edward Goebel, chief executive officer for Valley
Bank of Terre Haute, Ind., will address "The Financial
Services Industry: Is the Worst Really Behind Us?"
Wednesday, March 20, at 9:30 a.rn. in Wheelwright Auditorium.
The Coastal Economic Conference, "Strategies to Beat
the Recession," will be held lllUrsday, March 21, from 1:30
to 5:00 p.m. at Waccamaw House. The program is free and
open to the public; however, preregistration is required.
Frank Hefner, forecast economist for the University of
South Carolina in Columbia, will open the conference
when he addresses "An Economic Forecast for the United
States, South Carolina and the Horry-Georgetown Area."
Michael Buchanan, executive vice president of C & Sf
Sovran Corporation of Atlanta, will speak on "Real Estate
Developrnent Lending in the 1990's."
David Treitel, senior vice president of airline industry
consulting frrm Simat, Hellisen & Eichner, Inc. of New
York City, will speak on "Strategies for Developing Airline
Service."
Steven Eisele will speak on "Technology Audits for
Area Manufacturing Plants" to close the Coastal Economic
Conference. Eisele is assistant director of Southeast Manufacturing Technology Center of the University of South
Carolina in Columbia
For more infonnation on Business Week activities,
contact Coastal' s Wall School of Business Administration

Opportunity To Do Hands-on Research
DOE Science and Engineering Research Semester offers
cutting-edge research to college juniors and seniors .
SUbmitted by the

u.s. Department of Energy

If you are ajunior or senior studying computer science,
engineering, physics, environmental and life sciences,
mathernatics or physical science, the Science and Engineering Research Semester, SERS, offers you the unique opportwlity to do hands-on research with some of the nation's top
scientists at one of six national research laboratories dUring
the academic year.
The U.S. Department of Energy, DOE, is sponsoring
the program to encomage undergraduate students to continue their studies in science and engineering. About 350
students annually receive SERS appointtnents at one of the
participating laboratories. These laboratories include
Argonne. located outside Chicago; Brookhaven, on Long
Island; Lawrence Berkeley, near San Francisco; Los Alam08y
in New Mexico; Oak Ridge, located in Tennessee; and
PacifIC Northwest, in Washington state.
Participants become members of research teams engaged in long-range, intensive investigations at these outstanding facilities. Fields of study include artificial intelligence, biomedicine, basic and applied chemistry, earth and
spacescieoces, environmenta1andlife sciences, mathematics

and computer science, high energy and nuclear physics,
reactor physics, engineering, geophysics, waste technology, nuclear medicine, automated inspection and measurement systems, and other areas of science, math, and
engineering.
While the emphasis of the program is hands-on research, SERS also includes an educational enrichment
component Participants attend seminars and symposiums
sponsored by the divisions at their laboratory and have the
option of enrolling in a course at a nearby university or
college. Students are also encouraged to mange for the
granting of academic credit by their home institutions for
the research semester, thus staying on track for graduation.
According to the national Science Foundation, by the
year 2000 the United States will not have enough scientists
and engineers to meets its needs. "Our ability to meet the
many pressing challenges facing the Department of Energy
today and in the future will ultimately depend on the
scientific creativity and technical skill of our work force,"
says Secretary ofEnergy AdrniralJames D. Watkins. '7here
are few places in the world that can equal the range of
science education oPJUlunities and resources available at
DOE's multiprogram nationallalxxatories - big science,

single investigator, and team research - all coupled with
world-class scientific facilities, equipment, and technical
support."
To be eligible for particiJ)C,!tion in SERS, students rnust
have completed their sophomore year at an accredited
United States college <r university and be a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident alien. They must be working toward a
degree in computer science, engineering, environmental or
life sciences, mathematics, or physical sciences. A limited
number ofappointtnentsare also available within six months
~ter graduation for students not enrolled in graduate school.
Guidelines suggest an overall grade point average of 3.0 or
higher; based on A=4.0.
While in the program, SERS participants will receive
weekly stipend of $200 per week, housing, and travel
reimbursement for one round trip to the appoinbnent site.
For more infonnation on the SERS program, contact
Donna Prokop, SERS Program Manager, Office of Energy
Research, U.S. Department of Energy, 1000 Independence
Ave., S.W., Washington, D.C. 20585.
The application deadline for the 1991 Fall semester is
March 15, 1991. The 1992 Spring term deadline is October
20,1991.
.
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Students Attend
Banking Orlentatio
SUbmitted by the South Carolina Bankers Assoc atlon

Students from Coastal were among
those who attended the Banking Orientation

Program held in Columbia on February 14.
Approximately 175 business students
from colleges, universities, and technical
education centers across South Carolina
participated in the program, designed to
provide infonnation about career opportunities in the banking industry.
Sponsored by the Young Bankers
Division of the South Carolina Bankers
Associaiton. the program featured a number
pf speakers from banks in the atate who
discussed the various aspects of the field.
"It's important for us, as bankers, to
convey to these students the many options
available to them should they choose to
pursue a career in banking," said John S.
Poole, vice president and city banking executive of NCNB National Bank of SC in
Spartanburg and president of the Young
Bankers Division.
During the morning session, speakers
gave the students a glimpse of the many
sides of banking by addressing such topics

as lending, investments, law, marketing,
trust, and management Also covered were
interviewing and business development
skills. The afternoon session featured three
concurrent panel discussions on banking
careers in the technical, support, and line

areas.
"Through this program, we get a
unique chance to interact with students and
to help them gain a better understanding of
our ever~changing industry," said Poole.
More than 30 bankers from various
banks in the state participated in the pr0gram, held annually since 1969.
The Young Bankers Division, comprised of members from commercial banks
throughout South Carolina, promotes the
free enterprise'System, banking education,
and the commercial banking industry through
special programs and projects.
The South Carolina Bankers Association is the estate trade and professional
association representing 81 commercial
banks.

A4CA

lHorry Cultural Arts Council

E. Warner Wells, senior vice presiden of Ma eting for First C· ize Ba •
addresses students about bUSiness deve op ent ski I during the 199
Banking Orientation Program held in Columbia on February 14.
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AN UMBRELLA ORGANIZATION FOR THE ARTS

"Poetry in the Gardens"
Brookgreen Gardens, Visitors Pavilion, Wednesday, March 20, Archer Huntington's
love for poetry is highlighted in this garden stroll, 3:30 p.m. Free with admission to the
Gardens.
"The New York Sextet"
Myrtle Beach High School Auditorium, Saturday, March 23, Coastal Concert Association features Metropolitan Opera Bass-Baritone Edmond Karlsrud, who is joined by five
attractive young vocal performers, 8:00 p.m. For ticket information call 449-7546.
"Happy Birthday Bach"
liThe Hut," First United Methodist Church, Conway, Thursday March 21, a special
celebration of Johann Sebastian Bach's 306th birthday, 7:30 p.m. Free.
"Regina Coeli"
First Presbyterian Church, Myrtle Beach, Sunday, March 24, a performWlce in honor of
Mozart's bicentennial, 7:00 p.m. Donations suggested.
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Attention Spring Breakers.!
Need a ride to Florida?
Departing Myrtle Beach on March 29, and will
be returning on April 2.
We are looking for up to four guys or gals who
would like a ride to Orlando. We need help
with driving our caravan.
Contact Dennis or Elizabeth a~-44-9--2-7-8-7)

•
• •••••
1105 Third Avenue, Downto n Co ay
IOpen on.-Fri. 0-6 p.m. I\IIrAl
'-------'
& at. 10-2 p.m.
~
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On The .Job

By MOLLIE STARBUCK

SGA
E1ections
March 19 & 20
March 19' & 20
President:

Director of Career Placement SeNices

Career Recruitment Day

Debbie Rahn, Trevor Tarleton

Career Recruitment Day, a consortium with Francis-Marion and Coker colleges, will
be held on Friday, March 22. Students interested in late sign-up should contact Mollie
Starbuck in the placement office immediately.

Vice President:
Tricia Grant, Jonathan Shanks

Free Job Search Materials

Secretary:

Copies of The Wall Street Journal's publication "Managing Your Career" are
available for juniors and seniors in the placement office. Other free job search materials
include magazines from equal Opportunity Publications, Inc. and Career Futures.

Andrew Stonefield

-SENIORS -

Treasurer:

Don't forget to initiate or complete your career placement files. The career placement
office wil be open over spring break. Information about employment opportunities in local,
regional, and national organizations is available in the placement office.

Summer Job Fair Planned
Coastal is holding the Fourth Annual Summer Job Fair Wednesday, April 3 from
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in Spadoni Park.
.
Local businesses are invited to participate in the fair which is open to Coastal students
as well as those from other colleges. Some participating employers include: Myrtle Beach
Hilton; The Kroger Co.; Triple C. (Myrtle Beach Amusement Co.); Kiawah Island Inn &
Villas; Sands Oceanfront Resorts; Conway National Bank; Action Amusements/Myrtle
Beach Grand Prix; Ocean Resorts, Inc.; Carolina Opry and The Dixie Jubilee; and Kelly
Temporaries.
For more information about registration, contact Cynthia Gilbert at 448-1481, 3473161, or 546-0234, extension 2341.

Medical School Recruiting
Dr. James Stallworth from the USC Medical School in Columbia will be at Coastal
on Friday, April 5, from 9:00 am. until 12:00 am. in the science conference room (SCIE
123). He will be available to speak about admission to the USC School of Medicine and
would like to talk to any person interested in attending medical school.

Paula Logan

Honors Convocation Set
SUbmitted by the Office of Academic Affairs

The Honors Convocation will be held at
3:00 p.m. on Sunday, April 28, in Wheelwright Auditorium. This date was selected
to accommodate students, recognized for
their academic achiemements, and their
families and friends.
The annual calendar calls for Coastal to
convene on three public occasions: Founders
Day, Commencement, and Honors Convocation. The Honors Convocation is a singular occasion for the faculty's recognition of
outstanding academic achievement by students and colleagues. To emphasize the
academic significance of this occasion, recognitions will be limited to disciplinary
awards and honor societies, the distinguished

T~E OPEN Book SERiES

teaching award, the student affairs award to
a faculty member contributing to co-curricular activities, the Ronald D. Lackey service award, and the academic excellence
award.
The faculty will convene in academic
robes at 2:45 p.m. in front of the Student
Center for the procession. In the event of
inclement weather, they will assemble in the
mezzanine of Wheelwright Auditorium. The
Student Government Association will hosta
reception in the Student Center following
the convocation.
Ron Ingle will preside at this important
occasion which gathers the entire faculty of
the college to honor exemplary students.

Excellence
Award
Submitted by the Offict of Academic Affairs

TliuRsdAY, MARCIi 21

~

7:00 p.M.

FROM TobACCO FARM, TO ChEMiSTRY LAb,
TO EXECUTiVE OFFiCE: A liFETiME of ChANGE
DR. SAlly M. HORNER, VicE ChANCEllOR FOR PlANNiNG ANd FiSCAl AFFAiRS ANd
PRoFESSOR of Ch EM iSTRY

TUEsdAY, ApRil 16

~

7:00 p.M.

SEX, LiES, ANd PoliTiCAl SCiENCE
DR. RichARd O. COlliN, PROFESSOR of GoVERNMENT ANd INTERNATiONAl STudiES
All PROGRAMS ARE fREE ANd OpEN TO ThE public, ANd will bE hEld iN ThE
GRAdUATE ANd CoNTiNUiNG EdUCATiON BuildiNG, ROOM OO}.

The Office of Academic Affairs is receiving nominations for the College's Faculty Academic Excellence Award until 4: 30
p.m., Tuesday ,March 26, 1991. This award
will be presented at the College's Annual
Honors Convocation on Sunday, April 28,
1991.
Students eligible for this award must
satisfy the following criteria: a senior
graduating in May, June, July, August or
December, 1991; and have accumulated a
3.5 or above grade point average; have submitted a completed nomination form signed
by a faculty member certifying academic
excellence as reflected by a "disciplinerelated activity."
Eligible students may obtain the nomination foons in the Office of Academic
Mfairs, EMS 206. Application deadline is
4:30 p.m., Tuesday, March 26, 1991. Students or faculty having questions regarding
this award should contact Chris Martin in
the Office of Academic Mfairs, eXl 2086.

FEATURE
Intemationa Progra
By DONNA RADCLIFFE
Staff Writer

The international program at Coastal Carolina College
has grown significantly over the past few years. Foreign
students come to the United States because they benefit
-from an American degree and from the opportunity to Jive
in an English-speaking country. However, American students also benefit from the opportunity to get to know the
international students and learn about another other language
and culture.
Academically, Coastal has much to offer. Although
all of the academic schools at Coastal are certainly strong,
the business and computer science programs attract the
most international students. For example, many companies
are now multi-national, and Coastal's school of business
will give the students an excellent academic background for
their future. With an American degree and the ability to
. speak at least two languages, the students will be able to
secure a good job.
Geoff Parsons, director of the international program,
hopes that exposure to students from other countries will
convince students to travel while they are in school. "TI1e
world is getting smaller. It's important to be aware of
cultural similarities and differences. When students graduate, they may no longer have the time to travel when they get
a realjob. That's why it's so important to take advantage of
the program while they are in school."
Having these students on campus is a valuable resource.
International students have gone to several elementary and
middle schools in the area to talk about their countries and
have had a lot of fun doing it. They are also available to any
class on campus, as well as any other group, that is interested
in having them speak. They already participate in Coastal's
University 101 class. Parsons feels that "these are bright and
educated students; they can talk on many issues like political,
economic, social, and cultural differences and similarities. "
~~

J

Pakistan

China

Indian
Ocean

Meherwan Irani is from the town of Ahmednagar in
India. After high school, he attended college in India to
obtain a three-year bachelor of science degree in economics.
He came to the UnitedStates to attend graduate school, but
since most require a four-year degree, he still needs one
more year of college. Technically, he will not graduate from
Coastal since he already has an undergi uate degree.
The Indian collegiate system is different from the
American system. The students only study English and
subjects within their major; there is no core curriculm.
Attendance at class is not required and only one test per year
is given. While many American students may fmd this
ideal, Meherwan thinks it is easier to study and learn at
Coastal. "Here you have to go to class because you have
tests and pop quizzes. I'm used to Studying huge chunks of

G

•

infornation for a few months. At Coastal, it's easier for me
to learn because there is a lot more commitment to studying.
Also, the professors are more involved, it is almost one-onone.
Meherwan will finish at Coastal this ay and has
applied to USC Columbia and San Francisco State University. He still plans to return to India after he fmishes his
schooling.

Guilhermo Saenz is a business management major
from Quito, Ecuador. He had never been to the United
States before he came to Coastal, but he had several preconceptions. People in Ecuador believe that United States is "so
big and so great, like New York City. I thought it would be
bigger, and it's not what I expected, but I like it here."
Most colleges in Ecuador are large universities in the
middle of a city. They usually do not have dormitoriess and
it is much more difficult to register for classes. "It's much
easier to get through school here. In Ecuador. i can be a
maze and take longer to get a degree. n
The differences between America and Ecuador are
small. "People are the same everywhere. The peop e here
are nice, and it's not hard to make friends." Some things
were hard to get used to. "When I first came here, I was
placed with a family in the country. It was hard to get used
to being out in the middle of nowhere with no way to get
around. ow that I'm living on my own, I like it a lot bener."
Guilhenno would like to go back to Ecuador if he can
get a good job. If not, he may stay in the United State and
go for a master's degree. If he does go to graduate school,
he will go to a larger city than Conway.
)
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CARIBBEAN SEA

Atlantic Ocean
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"Nothing To Fear"
By FRANCIS F. ASEESEE
A televangelist aired a special report on
his program. The focus of the report was the
"New Age". This man, who supposedly
practices the love of Christ, said the New
Age was basic Hinduism. It is not; it is lots
of things combined, and no two outlooks
are, or should be, the same. The apostle Paul
wrote a list of the quIilities of love which, I
believe, included tolerance. The evangelist
called the people who practice a New Age
philosophy "Satan worshipers"; he also said
they were in league with the Devil, or something equally as ridiculous. Where was the
tolerance? Cotton Mather used the same
tenninology during the Salem witch trials
two hundred years ago. Who knows, maybe
television will start airing the hangings and
burnings of convicted witches - live.
Firstly, there is no formal New Age
religion. Secondly, the New Age refers to
the passing of the present Picean Age to the
Age of Aquarius around the year two thousand The New Age movement, as it is
called, is about the recognition of each
person's right to spiritual freedom without
condemnation. Also, the freedom to search
for that sense of spirituality, or lack of, in

any way or religion one chooses. Each soul
has the individual responsibility to find its
own way back to unity, or at-one-ment with
the Creator. God, or whatever one chooses
to call the life force of the universe, wants
friends for fellowship not robots for manipulation.
.
When one walks into a bookstore and
drifts over to the section entitled "New Age,"
one will find books on every subject from
aromatherapy to zoarastianism. Some of
the books are legitimate, meaning they are ..
accurate sources of information. Others are
simply pseudo-mystic compilations of fabricated garbage intended to rake in the "allmighty buck." Such is truth in America.
·The advantage of living by a New Age
philosophy is the freedom to search out any
source of information one chooses. God
gives every person the free will to search out
his or her own faith. Zazen teaches that
experience in the here and now is all that
matters because here and now is all there is.
Hinduism teaches the importance of sacred
duty. The Apostle Paul tells the followers of
Christ to "Prove all things, hold fast to that
which is good" (I Thess. 5:21). How is one

to know what good to hold on to if one is not believe in proselytization, spreading the
allowed to seek? The previous question gospel of Wicca, nor do they have sex with
points out that some churches teach their the Devil and his demons. All I had to do to
congregations not to seek. How can a per- learn the ttuth was buy a little book. The
son claim to be spiritually free if he or she young woman is now a good friend.
Over the past two years my outlook on
lives in fear. Those churches have the right
to believe as they choose, but not to take religion has changed dramatically. I am not
a Warlock by any means, but I am m~ch
away anyone else's right to choose.
Two years ago I became associated more tolerant of what other people believe.
with a young woman who dabbled in Wicca. Personally I combine Christianity with HinWitchcraft, I told her, was the work of the duism and Buddhism. I practice Zazen
devil. She was opening up her soul to the meditation daily and, believe it or not, my
minions of Satan, e c... I had no idea what body has not been- transported over the
Wicca was. All I could thing about was the wastelands of oblivion on the wings of a
typical old hag with a warton her nose riding blood red demon. I have found that as long
a broom and cackling maniacally in the as I am seeking the truth, I will fmd it. There
wind as she casts her various spells to and is nothing to fear from the forces of decepfro. The young woman asked me to check tion because I cannot be deceived unless I
out Wicca before I condemned it I did. choose to be. If I choose wrongly, I face the
Wiccans believe in a Goddess as well as a consequences of my actions -- not God, not
God. Believe it or not, the Hebrew God of the Devil, me. The truth for me is: I am
Christianity also has feminine qualities, responsible for the way I conduct my life. I
Jahova Elohim, Elohim Gaburah. They take the credit, I take the blame. I give God
have a reverence for nature, something the glory for giving me the choices, for only
lacking in the Christian faith. They accept thiough living can I die.
magic; Christ changed water into wine.
Editor's note: The above article is an
Wiccans accept reincarnation; they do not
opinion piece written by a student.

SUMMER STUDY ABROAD
an international education column
Q•

Why should I
study abroad
during the summer?

however, to make sure what
credits earned will transfer to
your institution.

If you've consid• ered stud ying or
traveling overseas, summer
is an excellent time to do so.
Many students prefer summer study because they combine academics with travel
and see another country and
culture. Use a summer
abroad program to get a jump
on course requirements and
broaden your educati9n.

What summer
• opportunities are
available overseas?

A

Q.

Can I earn
college credit?

A.

Many summer
study abroad programs enable you to earn
credit and gain an academic
benefit while you enjoy a
unique experience. Check
with your Study Abroad
Advisor before you sign up,

from

Q

A

You can find ev• ery type of international opportunity during the
summer. Choo~ from a university studYPJ"9gram, a program that allows you to live
with a family abroad, a vacation work program, an international internship'or an educational excursion. Programs
are offered on every continent for any number of
weeks.

How will study
abroad help my
future career plans?

Q•

A.

Most counselors and career

placement personnel agree
that a study abroad experience helps you "sell" yourself to a future employer.
Study abroad demonstrates
maturity, interpersonal
skills, international awareness, independence and other
qualities strongly valued by
potential employers.

How can I jOin a
program when I
need to earn money d~ring
the summer?

Q•

A.

Don't dismiss a
summer abroad
even if you need to work
during the summer. You can
still participate in a short term
summer program for three,
four or five weeks and earn
money at home before or after you go abroad. There are
also some programs that let
you work overseas.

What destina• tions are hot this
summer?

Q

Study abroad l~
• guage programs m
the Soviet Union are particularly in demand this summer.
Multi-country study programs with a focus on the
coming "single market" European Community in 1992
h..~ve caught the imagination
of many college students. Art
history and studio art programs in Italy are expanding.

A

United Nations Pl~ New
York, NY 10017-3580 for
order information. The
American Institute For Foreign Study (AIFS) publishes
a firee 28~page c~og of
study abroad programs including summer, semester
and academic year opportunities. Call toll free (800)
727-AIFS or write AIFS,
College Programs, Dept CN,
102 Greenwich Avenue,
Greenwich, CT 06830.

Q.

How do I
find out about
summer abroad options?
The Institute for
• International Education (lIE) publishes a
guide called Vacation Study
Abroad which lists summer
programs offered around the
world. Write lIE at 809

A

1ijj> The American Institute For Foreign Study

Every Wednesday ight
TEST: 8:00 P.M.,

BLADDER BUST

BEER (DOM & IMPORT) FOR PARTICIPANTS U
RESTROOM.

CULT FILM

I

MARCH 28--CADDY SHACK.

TIL SOMEO

EverY Thursday ight

IGHT:

1/2 PRICE 0

ALL
E VISITS THE

I

10:00 P.M., MARCH 21--A I

ALHOUSE.

10 ¢ WINGS; $4 PITCHERS OF STROH'S LIGHT·

$6.50 PITCHERS L.I. TEA

".--,--E-ve-,-y-F-r-id-aY-i2-h-t--...-."
COLLEGE NIGHT Be LIVE E TERTAI

CHARGE WITH 1.0. $6.50 PITCHERS OF ELECTRIC LEMO

OCO ER
ADE OR L.I. TEA

Saturday, March 23--The Mullets ....$2 Schnapps
Sunday, March 24--Kevin Sheilds
Monday, March 25--Men's ight.... Bungslinging contest.... 1.50 bar brands.
Tuesday, March 26--Mex F~st .... $1.50 Tequila; 50¢ tacos; 1 ex. beer; uthern
Comfort Shootout

_ _II

Robert L. Bratc e ,

Memorea
"The Shag Scholarship"
Requirement: You must write an essay about the SHAG da ceo
(anything on or about the HAG)

There is no min· mn

g a

All are eligible
Contact the Office of Admissions or Financial Aid.
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SPRING ARTS

1 9 9 1

&ring2lrts ~al
Monday,Aprlllst
'"'-'
Kimbel Lecture
Dale Van AHa, Journalist
From Khomeini to Hussein:
Showdown in the Desert

7:30p.m.
Wheelwright
Auditorium

Thesday,Aprll2nd
Lecture & Discussion
Dr. Sharon Teets
Director of Foxfire Series,
Carson Newman College
Jefferson City, Tennessee
Sponsored by Kappa Delta
Pi International Education
Honor Society

2:30 to 4:00 p.m.
Wheelwright
Auditorium

Mark Gainer QuartetChamber Ensemble
S.C. Arts Commission
Community Tour Artist

7:00p.m.
Little Theater

Thursday (c

Wednesday (cont'd)
Coastal Carolina Jau Combo
Directed by William Hamilton

4:00 to 4:45 p.m.
Little Theater

Foreign Film: Women on
the VergeofaNervous
Breakdown (Directed by
Pedro Almodovar; Spanish
with English subtitles; 88
minutes)

5:00p.m.
Little Theater
~

7:00p.m.
Pianist Philip Powell in
Little Theater
Concert - S.C. Arts
Commission Perfonning Artist

Foreign Film: Even Dwarves
Started Small (Directed by
Werner Herzog; German with
English subtides; 96 minutes)

5j
L

Vietnam War Memorial
"The Moving Wall"
Opening Ceremony

7
S

USC Left Bank Big Band
USC Columbia's Jazz Band
D~ected by Roger Pemberton

7

Friday,Aprll5
Eighth Annual Bargain
Book Sale

Reception honoring the musicians and celebrating the opening
ofthe Spring Arts Festival following the performance

Wednesday,Aprll3rd
'"'-'
Eighth Annual Bargain
Book Sale

9:00 am. to 3:00 p.m.
Front of Kimbel LIbrary

Student Writers Awards:
Fiction, Poetry, Essay
Sponsored by Sigma Tau
Delta, International English
Honor Society

9:00 to 10:00 am.
Student Center 205

International Folk Dancing
Violet Meade's Physical

10:30 to 11:15 am.
Front of Kimbel Ltbrary

Thursday,Aprll4th
'"'-'
Eighth Annual Bargain
Book Sale

Coffee House Poetry
10:00 to 11: 15 am.
Reading with Bennie Lee
Little Theater
Sinclair - S.C. Poet Laureate,
Member of S.C. Arts
Commission Readers Circuit
Ancient Mediterranean
Mythology and Dance with
Joanne Borovicka - S.C. Arts
Commission Artist in
Residence in Theater

11 :30 am. to Noon .
Student Center
Overflow

Food Sale - Numbers & Bytes
(Computer Science Cub)

11:30 am. to 1:30 p.m.
Front of Kimbel Ltbrary

Sidewalk Drawings

10:00 am. to 2:00 p.m.
Front of Kimbel Ltbrary

Frederick Hart - Renowned
Sculptor & Guest Lecturer
in Dr. Fred Hicks' Oass:
Vietnam - The American
Experience, 1941 - 1982

1:00 to 2:15 p.m.
Student Center 205

1:45 p.m. to 2:45 p.m.
Little Theater

3:00 to 4:00 p.rn.
Student Center 205

International Food Festival
International Students

11:30 am. to 1:30 p.m.
Front ofKimbel LIbrary

Music of the Vietnam Era, A
Lecture by William Prante

1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Little Theater

Two One-act Plays by the
Upstage Company
'" Death Knocks by Woody
Allen (Directed by Sean
Pierce)
'" Robin ofthe Greenwood,
A compilation of the Tales
of Robin Hood by Michael
Matthews (Directed by
Michael Matthews)

Senior Art Show
Opening Reception

2:30 to 4:00 p.m.
Continuing
Education Gallery

The Cyprus Experience, A
Lecture by Dr. Fred Hicks
Reception Following

Edu~onnR~reationMajo~

9:00 am. to 3:00 p.m.
Front of Kimbel L1brary

Coffee House Poetry
Reading - Paul Rice
Member S.c. :Arts Commission
Readers Circuit
Horry County Voices: A
Gathering of Local
Storytellers, Poets, & Folk
Sponsored by Sigma Tau
Delta, International English
Honor Society

Coastal Carolina
Concert Oloir
Directed by Carolyn Cox
Coastal Carolina
Gospel Choir
Directed by Shefyl Ward
Two One-act Plays by the
Upstage Company
'" Death Knocks by Woody
Allen (Directed by Sean
Pierce)
'" Robin ofthe Greenwood,
A compilation of the Tales
ofRobin Hood by Michael
Matthews (Directed by
Michael Matthews)
Readers Theater: History of
World War III, Presented by
Theater Department
In Concert: Tenor David
Bankston accompanied by
Pianist William Prante
Reception Following

t/elu,.
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ay (cont'd)
Saturday, April 6th
~

5:00p.m.
Little Theater

MENC Student
Piano Festival

8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Student Center 205

7:00 to 7:30 p.rn.
Soccer Field

Women's Conference
$59 Registration; Keynote
Speaker: Ouistine King Farris,
V.P. of King Center for onviolence (For information call
Graduate and Continuing Ed)

9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Continuing Education

Art Exhibit & Sale

Noon to 1:30 p.m.
Continuing Education

MENC Participants' Recital

5:00p.m.
Student Center 205

7:45 to 9:00 p.m.
Wheelwright
Auditorium

~

9:00 a.m to 3:00 p.m.
Front ofKimbe1 LIbrary

Sunday, April 7
~

9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Little Theater

A

11:30 am. to 12:20 p.m.
Spadoni Park

olk

Mummenschanz Mask &
Mime Company
Tickets: $20, students $10

3:00p.m.
Wheelwright
Auditorium

Vietnam War Memorial
''The Moving Wall"
Closing Ceremony

5:00 to 5:30 p.rn.
Soccer Field

12:30 to 1:00 p.m.
Wheelwright
Auditorium
1:00 to 1:30 p.m
Wheelwright
Auditorium
1:45 to 2:45 p.m.
Little Theater

Continuous Events
~

The Vietnam War Memorial Moving Wall is a
photographic replica of the Vietnam War Memorial
in Washington, D.C. It is constructed of alwninum
panels and stretches 219 feet. The Moving Wall will
be open to the public, at no charge, from 7:00 p.m. on
April 4 until 7:00 a.m. on April 8 on the Soccer Field.
For more information, phone 349-2681.
Coastal's Shell Collection will be on exhibit Monday
through Friday from 8 am. to 5 p.m. in the Science
Building, first floor.

3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Wheelwright
Auditorium
7:00p.m.
Little Theater

The Senior Art Show will be on exhibit throughout
Spring Arts in the Continuing Education Gallery.
~

Spring Arts Festival events are free and open to the
public, except where an admission charge is noted.
1991 Spring Arts Committee
James Blackburn, co-chair
William Hamilton, co-chair
Carolyn Cox
Glenda Swee
Gerald Groves
Charles Whetzel

Ed Hood

Charles Wright

Sara Sanders
Some Spring Arts events are funded, in part, by the South Carolina
Arts Commission and the National Endowment for the Arts.
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Coastal Impressive- in
" Dance" Agai~st Indiana
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Continued from page 1...
Indiana fans in the stands of Freedom Hall
started the noise early as they erupted when
the sounds of the Big Red's pep band were
heard in the distance. The fans then worked
themselves into a frenzy as first the Indiana
players came onto the court and then Bobby
Knight made his appearance a few minutes
later.
A crowd of about 1,()()() Coastal fans
who had made the trip did not expect the
senior-led Chants to be too intimidated. But,
as theings would unfold over the frrst 20
minutes of action, the intimidation was apparent as Coastal trailed 46-30 by halftime.
The Chants could not get on track in
the frrst period as nervousness and a tough
Indiana defense held Coastal to a 38.5 field
goal percentage.
The 15 minute halftime was just what
the doctor o~red for the Chants as the
players got a much needed rest and the
nervous feelings flew right out the window.
An inspired Coastal squad, led by
senior guard Brian Penny, came out with
guns firing in the second half. Penny put on
the best one-man performance of the entire
frrst round of the tournament as he tallied 25
of his career-high 34 points in the second
half.

The Chants steadily closed the gap
between themselves and the Hoosiers as
Penny connected on aliI 0 of his shots in the
second period, including going 5-for-5 from
"The Land of Three."
With only 1:08 remaining on the clock,
Penny canned a trey from the right side to
pull the Chants to within four at 73-69.
Unfortunately for the Chants, this proved to
be their final bucket as Indiana went on to
post a 79-69 decision.
Penny, a native of Myrtle Beach, was
awarded for his efforts by being named the
CBS/ChevroletPlayer of the Game. Penny's
13-of-15 (86.6%) shooting from the field
ranks him fourth on the all-time record list in
Southeast Region games. The second-half
barage by Penny was summed up during the
post-game interviews.
"I was a bit intimidated in the first
half, but during the secon alf I got my
confidence going." Penny said. "We knew
they were going to be tough on the inside, so
we looked to our guards to make up for them
not scoring. Since fm a senior, this is
probably my last game so I just went out and
asserted myself."
Indiana's Bobby Knight, when asked
what he had tried to do to stop Penny, stated,
"First we tried to deny him the ball and then
we made sure we had a hand in his face on
every shot. When he still made his baskets
I turned to get my rifle but I didn't have one. "

,

The second half comeback by the
Chants, although falling a little short, went
a long way to gain respect across the nation.
As CBS' color analyst Bill Walton prepared

to telecast Saturday's-games, he reflected on
Penny's performance as one of the greatest
he had ever seen.

Coastal players and cpaches celebrate the win over Jackson State which
gave them their first trip to the NCAA Toumament.

"Missionaries II"
Named Champions
SUbmitted by the Intramurals Department

The ·Missionaries II,· back row left to right: Lance Sefcik, Billy McCutcheon,
Dennis Pierre, Derrick Jones, and Bruce Killian. Middle row: Tyrone Smith,
Kevin Young, and Duran Johnson. Front row: Jeff Sherman.

Intramural 5-on-5 basketball finished
up for spring last week. The top two teams
in the league squared off for a best out of
three championship match. The Missionaries II (Bruce Killian, Lance Sefcik, Kevin
Young, Dennis Pierre, Billy McCutcheon,
Derrick Jones, Duran Johnson, Tyrone
Smith, and Jeff Sherman) won over The
Heat (Jimmy Mitchell, Mark Hall, Bob
Phillips, Jeff Travers, Bo Bryan, Steven
Acldes) 77-70 in a hotly contested frrst
game. Game two was played the following
day, and the Missionaries II walked away

with the championship 66-50. Dennis Pierre
scored over 20 points in each game, helping
to lead his team to victory. Congratulations
to our Top 10 league scoring leaders for
points per game: Archie Evans 27.4, Dennis
Pierre 23.6, Kevin Bott 20.3, Richie Causey
20.1, Shawn Cole 19.2, AbeSafa 19.1 ,Kevin
Young 18.7, Chris Hawley 18.2, Tony
Snyder 18.0, and Wayne Gray 17.3.
Our thanks to everyone who participated
or just came out to watch; we had a fun and
exciting season with twelve teams participating over the six week period!
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Wrap-Up: Coa ta
By WAYNE WHITE
Sports Editor

The 1989-1990season was proclaimed
the "Golden Year" in the season ending

wrap-up. Well, if last year was golden, then
this season went triple platinum as the Chants
accomplished all but one of their preseason
goals.
The Chants reached their ultimate goal
by gaining a spot in the NCAA Tournament
Coastal earned a 15th seed and was paired in
the Southeast Region against Indiana in the
opening round. The stage was set for a
• Cinderella story as the Chants' uptempo
style of play had impressed many people
across the nation.
Coastal's players were obviously intimidated in the frrst half against Indiana as
the Hoosiers jumped out to a 46-30 halftime
lead The nervousness of the Chants and a
tough Indiana defense held Coastal to a 38.5
shooting percentage in the first half.
During halftime, Coastal loaded its
guns and came out fIring. At the forefront of
the fIring squad was senior shooting guard
Brian Penny.
Penny hit all 10 of his shots in the
second half, including 5-of-5 from "The
Land of Three." The Myrtle Beach native
connected for 13 of Coastal's final 16 points
as he earned the CBS/Chevrolet Player of
the Game award.
Unfortunately for the Chants, the
comeback fell shott as Indiana pulled out a
79.(1) victory. Even with the loss, Coastal's
inspired second half play gained the Chanticleers respect throughout the nation. The
Chants reached the NCAA's field of 64
teams by defeating Jackson State 78-59 in
the NCAA Play-in game on March 6. Jackson State, which had won 10 sttaight at
home entering the play-in game and had a

winning margin of over 20 points per game
at home on the season, saw these numbers
destroyed as the visiting Chants gave the
Tigers their biggest defeat at home of the
season.
Defense was the key to the Coastal
win as it held Jackson State to its lowest
point total of the season at home. The Tigers
struggled from the field as a swarming
Coastal defense held them to a 32.8 field
goal pet:eentage.
DuWayne Cheatam and Robert
Dowdell 100 the Chants with 19 points,
while Tony Dunkin added 17 points, all of
which came in the second period.
Dowdell, who hit all four of his shots
from beyond the three-point arc against
Jackson State, received the MVP award for
the game.
.Coastal gained the opportunity toplayin to the NCAA Tournament by winning its
second consecutive Big South Conference
Tournament Coastal downed Augusta 8954 in the tourney finale. By winning the Big
South championship, not only did Coastal
gain a berth into the play-in game, but it also
accomplished another of its major goals
ofthe season.
In the opening round of the tournament, Coastal broke the conference record
for the largest victory margin by downing
eighth seeded Campbell 91-58. TheChants
then won a hard fought 58-55 decision over
Davidson in the semifmals.
The tournament championship for the
Chants followed a very successful regular
season conference schedule. The results,
although falling one win short of the peseason goal of going undefeated in the Big
South, was very impessive as the Chants
won their fourth consecutive regular season
title with a 13-1 record. Coastal became

Women's Tennis Plans
Return From Losses
By ClAYTON BROWN

Staff Writer

The Coastal Carolina women' s tennis
team is heading toward a good season this
spring. With the 6 talented members that
Coach John Mack has, a good season is not
far fetched.
The members of the team are freshman
Claire Hammond from England; Laura
Peterkin, freshman,Murrels Inlet; Nikie
Sudowski. freshman. Socastee; Lana Flowers. sophomore, North Myrtle Beach; and
senior Susan Bervy of New Yolk.
With 4 out of the 6 girls being newcomers' 3 of them freshman, Coastal can look
forward to seeing this team doing good
things for the next few years.

Even though the team's spring season is
5-3. their 3 losses were close. The losses
were to U.S.C., always a top 5 team in the
nation, University of North Floo_ and
Davidson, all very prominent women's
teams.
On the weekend of March 8, the team
shutout it's 3 opponents: U.N.C. Asheville,
Augusta College. and Erskine College in
Augusta. Ga LauraPetemn says that she is
looking forward to the Big South Tournament so that "we can make up for the losses
early in the season."
Coastal can look forward to seeing some
top notch action from this year's women's
tennis team. Like Lana Flowers puts
it,''We're awesome."

DuWayne Cheatan of the Chanticleers blocks a player's shot to aid In the
play-in game victory over Jackson State University In Mississippi March 6.
only the 17th school in the history of conference play in collegiatebasketball to win four
straight tides outright
With the 16-1 record against conference foes this season, the Chants pushed
theirrecmt 1045-8 againstconfermc:e teams
ovez the past three seasons. These conference victories helped Coastal post _ 24-8
ovaall record, pushing the school's record
to 70-55 since the school became Divisioo I
in 1986. The 24 wins of the season set _
Coastal record for most wins in _ SC&Dl,
breaking . . years mart of 23 victories.
While the Chants dominated conference play for the fourth consecutive season,
it wu outside the confezence where the
Chants gained _ lot of notoriety.
The season began with an 83-69
drubbing of Wright State in the opening
round of the onh Coast Tournament in
Cleveland. Ohio.
Coastal then dropped _ 42-39 decision to the nationally ranked Princetoo Tigers,_ 1991 NCAA Tournament participant
The Oumts fought hard in this game and led
most of the way even though staning center
DuWayne Cbeatam did not play due to an
ankle injury.
The Chants then won five straight,
including three consecutive on the road,
before heading to East Lansing, Mich., and

the Oldsmobile Spartan Classic.
Coastal faced its IDUghest setI* of
the!aSOD in Ibis tourney as All-American
candidate Tony Dunkin suffered _ knee injury just 10 minutes into Coastal's first round

gameagainstLouisianaTech. E~ . I
leading scorer and rebouDder OIl the bench
Coastal stayed close before losing 86-81.
This game was Ihe beginning eX _ four
game losing skid for Coastal as the injury
came during Ihetoughestl*tcXlbe schedule.
B :., the 0Iants continued fO hang
tough without Duntin and almost upset
Carolina State in Raleigh. Coastal grabbed
_ 37 -33 balftime lead and stayed wilhin two
points until late in the contest, but the
Wolfpac squeeked out an 86-7
in.
DuW_yne Oleatam was _ force inside he
pounded the Wolfpac for 23 points and 12
rebounds.
These five losses for 1he Chan all
contained one common facotr: Coastal
wasmissing one startez for each of
games.
Coastal rounded out the season on a
positive DOle by winning 18 of its last 21
games and joining the proud group of 64
teams in the "Big Dance."
These good feelings will the
of Coastal's drive for success durin the
1991-1992 season.
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Movie eVlew

By ERIC GIBBS

Circulatlons Manager and Staff Writer

The Silence of the Lambs
Gameroom open! Coastal students Billy McCutchen and
Sean Coles take in a casual game of pool between classes.
The new gameroom, The Lost Chants, is now open and is
located in the old book store area in the Student Center.

WKZQ Concert Connection
By DARREN STEEL
Contributing Writer

RomanticsatXanaduon3/20; Connelles, Purple Gator, 3/20; Nelson
and House of Lords, Center Stage, Atlanta, 3/20&21; Pat Travers,
lliusions, Charleston, 3/26; ZZ Top and Black Crows, Charlotte
Coliseum, 3/29; Grateful Dead, Greensboro Coliseum, 3/31 & 4/1
and Omni, Atlanta, 4/3-5; Wailers, Illusions, Charleston, 4/9 and
Atlantis, 4/11; Steppenwolf, illusions, Charleston, 5/14; and Guess
Who, Atlantis, 6/6.
ACROSS
1 Aeriform flUid
4 Ancient chanot
9 Offspring
12 Everyone
13 Prophets
14 Greek letter
15 Edible seed
16 Projecting tooth
17 Direction
18 Vegetable: pI.
20 Deciliter: abbr.
21 Symbol for gluClnlum

23 Southern blackbird
24 Shade of brown
28 Knock
30 Market places
32 The sweetsop
34 Sea eagle
35 Birds' beaks

COI.LEGE PRESS SBMCE

36 Relevant

The
Weekly

39 Meadow
40 Degree
41 Period of time
43 Railway: abbr.

44 Article
45 Sharp

47 Suds
50 FrUit seeds

51 Conducted

Crossword
Puzzle

54 Beam
55 MIlitary student
56 Deface
57 Consumed
58 Winter vehicles
59 Pigpen

If you love suspense and drama to keep you on the edge of your seat, The Silence of the
Lambs is definitely for you.
Based on Thomas Harris' terrifying best seller of the sam(( title, The Silence of the
Lambs stars Jodie Foster as Clarice Starling, an FBI trainee who becomes involved in the
pursuit of a serial killer.
In the course of gaining information about the killer, Clarice builds an unusual and
frightening relationship with yet another serial killer. Hannibal Leeter, compellingly
portrayed by Anthony Hopkins, is instituitonalized but escapes during the course of the
movie. Nicknamed "Hannibal the Cannibal" because he eats the organs of his victims
(gives a new meaning to having someone over for dinner), Leeter heJps Clarice find the
location of the killer by feeding her tidbits of infonnation. In exchange, Clarice provides
details of her personal life. In doing so, Leeter, once a psychiatrist, helps Clarice confront
her fears, thus liberating her.
Buffalo Bill, the serial killer that Clarice is in pursuit of, skins his female victims after
killing them for spine-chilling reasons that are illustrated in the movie.
The director of The Silence of the Lambs, John Demme (Something Wild and Married
to the Mob) has another masterpiece to add to his collection. The dialogue reflects genuine
intelligence and is speckled with humor where appropriate.
Grade: A

The Hard Way
'The Hard Way" consists of noise, and plenty of it Don't waste time looking for a plot
because there isn't one. What you will see are sound waves in the form of fistfights, car
crashes, chases, screaming, and profanity.
If this movie reminds you of Bird on a Wire, but louder, it is because they were both
directed by John Badham, who also directed Bingo Long, Dracula, and Saturday Night
Fever.
In this movie Michael J. Fox plays a pampered Hollywood star, Nick Lang, who wants
to follow a cop around in order to prepare for an audition. He chooses John Moss (James
Woods), a New York detective.
.
This strange pairing produces the usual and predictable situations accompanied by a
few one liners. Moss is continuously upset at having the bumbling Lang underfoot, but
things finally turn serious as Lang becomes the hero.
Grade: C
,.
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LEADERSHIP
CHALLENGE

DOWN
1 Opening
2 Saloon suds
3 Thick slice
4 Ancient Hebrew
ascetic

5 Feeling
6 Oceans
7 Unit of energy
8 Symbol for
dysprosium

9 Health resort
10 Forerunner
of CIA
11 Insect egg
17 Fairy
19 Babylonian
deity
20 Click beetle
21 FrUit
22 Rubber ingredIent
24 Joined
25 Coal or oil
26 Red-hot piece
of coal
27 Composition
29 Saucy
31 PrefiX : before
33 Vapor
37 Hostelry
38 Has confidence In
42 Near
45 Assistant
46 Shade trees
47 Monk's title
48 Grain
49 Affirmative vote
50 Crony: colloq.
52 Dine
53 Arid
55 Symbol for
cesium

Leadership Challenge is an organization consisting of minority students that promotes leadership and community service on campus. The
organization tri~s to provide the campus with
speakers that have a positive message to relate to
the students. The second guest speaker is Ralph
Wilson, solicitor for Horry and Georgetown
'counties, on April 2 at 3:00 p.m. For more
information, please contact Pat Singleton-Young
at extension 2303.
.
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ENTERTAINMENT '

Joe

By JOE BOB BRIGGS
Ilove Delta Burke. I'm crazy about her,
even if she does look like a bean-bag chair
with the stuff coming out The woman has
been persecuted ,attacked,reviled and roasted
on a spit
It's time somebody had something good
to say about Delta.
Okay okay okay, so she blimped up to
about the size of the Miami airport. So what?
Look at Orca Winfrey! It didn't hurt her
career. She gives interviews to People
Magazine about how she' s fat. she likes
being fat (except when she's on ffitra SlimFast), and she's gonna stay fat
.
But what happens to Delta? She gIves
one little harmless interview to The Orlando
Sentinel where she says something to the
effect of, "M y producers hate me. They want
me to do the next episode with an apple in my
mouth. They suggested that we get some
Ringling Brothers tents to make my wardrobe
out of this season. They stand outside my
trailer and make oinking noises."
And thaC s when the producers started
spreading lies about Delta.
First they said she was fat.
Never mind. let's go on to the second
one.
Next they said she acted like a prima
donna on the set. Like the episode where
they had a birthday party for Delta' s character,
Suzanne Sugarbaker. and Delta ate an eightpound birthday cake during the first day of
rehearsals.
Haven't these people ever heard of
"motivation"? Don't they know what
Stanislavsky said about birthday cakes on
the set? How is the audience supposed to
believe in the birthday cake if you don't eat
the birthday cake? It's called "acting."
Then there was the incident where Del
allegedly caused the death of a Puerto Rican
camera assistant when she mistook him for a
chair.
This was blown all out of proportion.
Sure, we feel sympathy for the man's family,
but the truth is, he dido 't know how to work

been equipped with three-foot-Iong sticks.
By touching the actors lightly on the stomach, they will always walk in the direction
you choose. He didn't take the precaution.
He turned his back on the set. It's tragic, but
he knew better.
And, of course, there was the incident
that got written up in the ational Enquirer
where Delta allegedly told off her former
best friend Dixie Carter. Supposedly she
went raving around the set screaming "She' s
just as fat as me, she's just as fat as me. If it
wasn't for three million bucks worth of liposuction, sh~'d weigh 350."
You know what Delta really said?
"I'll have a chocolate shake, fries, three
cheeseburgers, and a Diet Pepsi."
You
how these things get blown out
of proportion? It starts with a Diet Pepsi, it
ends up as expensive lipo-suction.
And one other thing. What's wrong
with a little beef on the rack? If you've
noticed, Delta has started roostering up her
hair so high that it makes her look skinny. You
don't want to pick her up or anything, but
when you've got four feet ofpeno snaking
up into the ozone, any 4OO-pound woman
can look no larger than 370, 380.
In other words, she's doing what she

see

can. Get off her case. The woman i a
massive talent
Speaking of creatures that devour anything in their path, Syngenor"is a n w flic
about slimy Middle Eastern ro t oidier
that 100 like a cro s between the Creature
from the Blac Lagoon, the Swamp Thing,
and G.I. Joe. It's the old "evil corporation
trying to build a top-secret killing machine"
plot, except this time the killing machine is a
Synthetic Genetic Organism (Syngenoget it?) tha can reproduce itself every 24
hours by sucking all the spinal fluid outof the
people whose heads it's chewed off.
But, of course, you have the tough lady
who won't rest until she finds out why her
uncle got eaten by a cartoon action hero. Yo
have the nosy reporter. Last but nOl l~
you have David Gale, star of Re-Animator,
the Vincent Price of the nineties as a goofball
maniac chief executive who gives himself
neck injections with a weird green fluid,
murders his senior staff after dressing them
up in Lingerie, and wears bunny-rabbit ears
while wasting people with a super-laser deathray machine guo.
Inotherwords it'stheoldGian YuppieEating Lizard story, but it's 0 e of dle best
ones r ve ever seen. And get thi -the

iddle

Joe Bo say chec ~ it ou

around large actresses, You have 10 lc:t the
' m b i n e d with a career woman In high hee • th'
performer know where you are at all tllnes. When a robotic lizard-soldier gets genetically mutated and co
For the past two years, crew members have do not look good for the CEO.
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RSA Spring Fling
LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy
is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full" -no starvation
- because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether
you work. travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet If it weren't. the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the
same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order
today. Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only $10.00 ($10.50 forRushService)- to: SllmQuik, P.D.Box 103,
Dept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in
two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. © 1990

ROADS

Grand Prize:
2 nights at the Ramada Ocean Fo~est
Breakfast for 2 at Akel's
.
Brunchfor 2 at Alfredo's
Dinner for 2 at Garcia's

Second Prize:
1 night at the Villager Inn
Breakfastfor 2 at Plum Tree, Holiday Inn West

Third Prize:
Dinner for 2 at Plum Tree, Holiday Inn West
A $1.00 donation gets a chance
to win one of the great prize packages.
RSA will be in the Student Center .
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. through Thursday, March 21.
The drawing will be held at noon on Thursday.

ne e~al(t;cl'ee~ is printed
en recyeled paper.
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SUbmmitted by the Office of Alcohol and Drug Prevention

Do What Your Dad always told you to do!

Sunburns Are Out, Tans Are In!

Have your car checked out before you leave town. Take along a map.
Watch the speed limit. Wear your safety belt. Make sure someone knows
where you're going and when you'll be back..

Use a sunscreen if you're going to bake your body. Yo can't do it all in
one day. Also, drink plenty of alcohol-free beverages so you d 't dehydrate.

Avoid Being a Junk Food Junkie!

While You're Breathing Out, Someone Is Breathing In!

.Cheap food that's healthy and easy to travel with includes: peanut butter
and jelly ~ bread, raisins, fruit, veggies, and granola bars. Stock up before
you go.

Remember your toothbrush!!!

.

Don't Bring Home Any Unwanted Guests!

Don't Drink and Drive!

If you are sexually active, dress for the occasion. Condom can help in
preventing the spread 0 infectious diseases.

If you choose to drink alcoholic beverages, plan ahead for a safe way home.

Have Fun!

A
Next, They'll Grade You Down For
Reading In English Lit
Officials at Chaminade University of Hawaii
conducted an academic review of Associate
Prof. Clitha R. Unni, who was accused by students of making Manti-administration remarks"
during a class last summer.
The critical remarks were made during a
course called ·Critical Thinking."

WHYST

D

Imagine What His Slap Shot Must Look
Like To Opposing Goalies
Alerted by an attendant who thought he
saw someone holding a gun on a bus full of
collegians that stopped to pay at a New York
State Thruway toll booth in early December.
Massachusetts state police chased down,
pulled over and then surrounded a bus carrying the Colgate University men's ice hockey
team to a game at the University of Lowell.
Police drew their guns, and demanded that
the hostage-taker surrender.
Confused team members, ducking behind
seats, yelled back that there was no gun on
the bus.
It turned out that the shadowy figure seen
holding a gun was actually a team member
standing at the front of the bus, holding a
microphone as he emceed a road trip tradition
of freshmen telling jokes to pass the time.

L
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Conlinuing Students (and Transfer Students admilted prior to April 17). e' tratio
appointment on April 3 • 12. Appointment ames ill
bas do clas i e'
,.,
You must bring your appointment card ith ou in order to enter t registratio ali

The registration process at Coastal is simple. To avoid
having to stand in lines, see your adviser no and compte e
an Advisement FOnD.

But What Happens When The Weather
Turns Warm This Spring?
To keep revelers from cutting down campus
trees to use for Christmas. University of Illinois
horticulturists sprayed local evergreens with a
chemical that smells like rotten eggs when it
reaches room temperature.

I 3-

HE E' THE
(Fal Sc edules Arrive

rc 22

1. You will receive an appointtnent card in the 1Ila11.
2. Meet with your adviser.
3. Register according to your assigned appointment tim
in the Registratio Office
or
with your ad iser.
(1lYou have class at your scheduled registratio .
register after cllls on /hDl day. Also, addiliolUll
are April 15 - 17.)

4. Your schedule and bill will be mailed to you in Au
5 Pay by mail.
6. Show up Monday, Augus 26, 1991 for classes.

E ULT- 0
If you do not choose to follo the above procedure, mo
sections will have closed by August, and late fee will
charged.
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TREVOR TARLETON
PRESIDENT
JONATHAN SHANKS
VICE-PRESIDENT
WORKING FOR STUDENT AWARENESS OF THE SGA!
PARKING

WHEN A STUDENT COMES TO SCHOOL HE OR SHE
SHOULD BE ABLE TO FIND A PARKING PLACE
WITHIN A FEW MINUTES WALK TO CLASS!

APATHY!

STUDENTS AT COASTAL NEED TO GET INVOLVED.
THERE IS A LOT MORE TO THE COLLEGE
EXPERIENCE THAN JUST GOING TO CLASS.

STUDENT
GRIEVANCES!

STUDENTS AT COASTAL SOMETIMES HAVE
QUESTIONS THAT NEED TO BE ANSWERED
AND THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SHOULD
BE ABLE TO HELP THEM FIND THE ANSWERS.

GRADE
FORGIVENESS
POLICY!

OTHER SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES HAVE
POLICIES TO HELP THEIR STUDENTS TO RAISE
GPA'S.
THIS INCLUDES A POLICY WHERE IF A
STUDENT FAILS A CLASS HE OR SHE CAN
RETAKE THE CLASS AND ONLY THE SECOND
GRADE WILL BE RECORDED ON HIS OR HER GPA.

NIGHT
LIGHTING!

COASTAL CAROLINA AT NIGHT CAN BE A DARK
AND DISMAL PLACE.
THERE NEEDS TO BE MORE
LIGHT ON THE CAMPUS AND AT THE DORMS.

STOPLIGHT
FOR SOl!

STUDENTS AT COASTAL HAVE A HARD TIME
COMING AND LEAVING CAMPUS ON OCCASION.
THERE NEEDS TO BE A STOPLIGHT ON 501.

LONGER
COMPUTER
LAB HOURS!

SOME COASTAL STUDENTS HAVE A HARD TIME
FITTING COMPUTER TIME INTO THEIR SCHEDULE.
THEY NEED LONGER COMPUTER LAB HOURS.

Sigma Tau Delta, the international English
honor society, presents:

Spring Arts
Writing Contest

$30

in total prizes

Poetry contest: $75, $40, $35 prizes
Short short fiction contest: $75, $40, $35 prizes
Poetry submissions limited to 50 lines. Short short fiction
submissions limited to 1,000 words.

THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT :DEAS STUDENTS AT COASTAL WOULD LIKE TO
SEE IMPLEMENTED IN THE NEXT FEW SEMESTERS.
YOU CAN SEE A FEW OF
OUR IDEAS ON CHANGES WE FEEL WOULD HELP TO IMPROVE STUDENT LIFE.
ALL WE NEED TO START THE BALL ROLLING IS YOUR
VOTE ON TUESDAY OR WEDNESDAY.

DEADLINE: March 22, 1991
Pick up submission forms in the Humanities Office, KL 234

SO BE CLEVER ANO VOTE
JONATHAN AND TREVOR
FOR SGA!

LETOUR EXPERIENCE
WOJaf(
o

o
o

FO/i' YOU!!!!

oo

V(())1rJE~
(CURRENT SGA VICE-PRES.)

DEBBIE RAHN FOR SGA PRESIDENT
(CURRENT SGA SECRETARY)

TRICIA GRANT FOR SGA VICE-PRES.
(CURRENT BIOLOGY CLUB PRES.)

ANDREWSTONEHELDFORSECRETARY
(CURRENT EDITOR OF TIlE YEAR BOOK)

CLAYFE~NGTONFOR

CAMPUS UNION COORIDINATOR
(CURRENT PUBUCITY COORIDINATOR FOR CAMPUS UNION)

CYNDEE LEWIS FOR
CAMPUS UNION ASST. COORIDINATOR

VOTE MARCH 19

AND10

THE OXFORD EXPERIE CE
Summer Study in England
The Basics
The summer of 1991 will mark the fifth USC Coastal Carolina College Oxford
Experience in which students will have the chance to study at Britain's
Oxford University for usc Coastal Carolina College credit. Students may
select one of three six-hour 'modules', in either English Literature,
Government or Education. Each module constitutes two normal three hour
courses. These classes will be taught by USC professors for usc credit, but
they will meet in Oxford University's Manchester College.

Accommodations and Costs
Students and faculty will live in Oxford's beautiful Manchester College,
located in the historic heart of the old city. Oxford studen t accommodations
are rough-and-ready by American standards, but will involve doubles with
nearby showers and bathrooms and cooking facilities. The basic cost of the
program will include breakfast and lunch during the week and breakfast on
the weekends in the Manchester College dining hall. The total-cost for the
program (including airfare, room and the board described above, and tuition
for six hours of credit) will be $2,450.
PREUMINARY APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY
MARCH 31, 1991

For additional information and applications pleace contact Geoff Parsons, Office
of International Programs, Extention 2054.
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CHRISTIAN FAMILY SERVICES.INC.------

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women . Summerl
Year Round . PHOTOGRAPHERS.
!TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel . Cartbbean,
HawaII, Bahamas. South Pacific. Mexico.
CALL NOWI Call refundable.

1-206-736-0775, Ext.~

Men, if you're
within one month of
your 18th birthday,
it's time to register
with Selective Service.
It's simple. Just go down to your local
post office, fill out a card and hand it
to a postal clerk.

• Free Confldenlial CoutiseIino
• Adoption PlannltJD Vtfth All
~ care Gall 24 Hrs.
MfXJical &Maternity Pakl

803-548-6030

5072 Tara lea, Fort Mill, SC 29115

The Coastal Carolina Vars~ty Cheerleaders would like to thank the
following people for their support during the 1990-9i season:
Dr. Ron Eaglin
Dr. Robert Squatriglia
Kathy Watts
David Parker
Bill Edmonds'

No, this is not a draft. No one has
been drafted in over 10 years. You're
just adding your name to a list in case .
there's a national emergency. So
register now.

Register.
It's Quick. It's Easy.
And it's the Law.

PREGNANT?

Butch Fennell and staff .
Russ Bergman and staff
Student GovernmentAssociation
The Chanticleer

Thanks for a great Near! GO CHANTS!

Presented as a Public Service Announcement

CAROLINA
RESPONDS

TO AIDS

Wings of Love
By SARAH LOUDIN

PUZZLE SOLUTION

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

$

IN

JUST
ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at $5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1·800-932-0528 Ext. 50

A dying romance
Gasping for breath.
Two people struggling,
Fighting honesty,
Refusing to speak
For fear that truth
Will be spoken.
A butterfly
Rests on pavement
I)ying in peace,
Finished with life.
Butterfly wings
Stroke the air.
Beauty accompanies death.
Two people,
Not speaking,
Find a dying butterfly.
One person
Lifts the creature
By JOE BERGMAN
From the pavement
And deposits it
We would like to thank everyone who submitted to Archarios for our spring issue. We
Among the flowers.
received 181 submissions: 62 for literature and 119 for art! The magazine will arrive on
Air strokes
campus on April 22, and we will be having a reception and exhibit that week.
Butterfly wings
-- Susanne YJScarra, Editor-in-Chief, and Stephanie 'Biegner, Assistant Editor and Art Director
And love dies.

Ash Tray

'90-'91YEA
Order your Atheneum yearbook from the following: Aimee Aldrich, Jennifer Dulce,
Meira Dozier, Clay Fearrington, Daniel Fabry, Lyda "Liz" Greene, Brandy Hamilton,
Dawn Kymick, Mark Kasari, Alisa Mabry, Rachel Messig, Gail O'Brien, icole Ousle 1
Kimberly Presor, Jennifer Toth, Tony Truett, Sonja Vertacnik, and Julie allace.

Classic designer clothing
for men and women,
at savings qf 300/0 -50%

loin the ne Coastal
Envirorunenllllist ociety
and plant a tree for the en ironmen

The following phone numbers are available for anyone wanting any help in the
areas listed. Feel free to call or come by
SC 206 for more information.
946-1904 - Overeaters Anonymous
449-6262 arcotics Anonymous
448-2546 - Alcoholics Anony ous
AI-Anon, and Adult Childre 0
Alcoholics
626-8070 - Gamblers Anonymous
1-800- COCAINE - National Hotline to
cocaine information

-800-342-AIDS -

a ional Ho lin

AIDS information

SPICYOR~

A BIG CHAt GE FROM
THEORD ARY
FAST FOOD TASTE.

CO PLE ENT YOUR

EAL:

• Homemade biscuits· Sandwiches & ugge s
• Beer battered onion rings • Com
• Corn muffins • Cajun-style rice • BBC beans
• Cote slaw • Chicken gumbo stew

.c E
FACTORY

STORE

Outlet Park at Waccamaw, Mallo. 1, Myrtle Beach (803) 236-8739

and Staff: Receive a 15% Discount
on any purchase with Coastal Identification.

he Chanticleer supports
alk America April 6.

BE
~
~_GOLD ~
CLUB

oeALS

• HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY GOLD CLUB-

Local~

999

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS EACH $
WITH 2. TOPPINGS FOR ONlY

ENERGY

~

Even if the other guys
had this "two good "
deal, you've ~ to
wonder:
how fresh is it
if you can't get it

Gold Card Members Enjoy .....~

* Year Round Discounts * Up To 25% Off Per Visit
At Over 30 Of The Grand Strands Hottest Spots
* 2 For 1 Specials * Free Admissions

delivered
in 30 minutes?

Here Are Just A Few D.iscounls
Offered ...
Hooters .... 10% Off Check!

Call Us!

Smid*Dre's ...20% Off All Foodl
Dr. Munchies .... 10% Off All Food!
Atlantis Night Life .... 1/2 Off Reg. Admission!
Boardwalk Restaurant..Buy 1 Lunch, Get 1 Free!

nd Many Many More! .... A
GREAT Value for Only $20!
25% OFF WITHTHISAD.'!!
J

Cards Ayailable @ Sounds FamIlIar
DimiDies, or for FREE De/Ivery CaD
236-1558 TODAYI

Super Special

TONE
FREEa
with the purchase
~f

.nlvarslty Plaza - Bay Villa

3"7~7101

one month

tI

-~~

365·1101

TANNING

I~~ p}!r
00 arm.
,", •.;..... <.~

I

.$49

A limited number HI be sold
at this super price

r;-'- '- -

- . --.-.--~

Buy A Sub" 22 oz ~rink,
II Get Another Sub For Only JI

-bI4.. 99 ,JIll.
I ==---=
c. .......

J

. . . . eqyU

TUII . . . .
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lZa.~
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(
. BuyTwo .
I
I Foot Long Subs & Get ~e J

I I
I

J

EE

'IJ

L--"~~PO~~ May32.:~1 L_Wi~~.!:~~~ay 3~1~1

The -Conway Tan
For1410 All
Seasons
Mil Pond Rd., CortNay, S.C.
(BesOe Food lion)

248-5194

